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We carried out quantum mechanical calculations �Perdew-Becke-Ernzerhof flavor of density
functional theory� on 12.5% Y-doped BaZrO3 �BYZ� periodic structures to obtain energy barriers for
intraoctahedral and interoctahedral proton transfers. We find activation energy �Ea� values of 0.48
and 0.49 eV for the intraoctahedral proton transfers on O–O edges �2.58 and 2.59 Å� of ZrO6 and
YO6 octahedra, respectively, and Ea=0.41 eV for the interoctahedral proton transfer at O–O
separation of 2.54 Å. These results indicate that both the interoctahedral and intraoctahedral proton
transfers are important in the BYZ electrolyte. Indeed, the calculated values bracket the
experimental value of Ea=0.44 eV. Based on the results obtained, the atomic level proton diffusion
mechanism and possible proton diffusion pathways have been proposed for the BYZ electrolyte.
The thermal librations of BO6 octahedra and uncorrelated thermal vibrations of the two oxygen
atoms participating in the hydrogen bond lead to a somewhat chaotic fluctuation in the distances
between the O atoms involved in the hydrogen bonding. Such fluctuations affect the barriers and at
certain O–O distances allow the hydrogen atoms to move within the hydrogen bonds from one
potential minimum to the other and between the hydrogen bonds. Concertation of these intra- and
inter-H-bond motions results in continuous proton diffusion pathways. Continuity of proton
diffusion pathways is an essential condition for fast proton transport. © 2009 American Institute of
Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.3122984�

I. INTRODUCTION

Perovskite oxides are very important technological ma-
terials with a number of interesting physicochemical proper-
ties, including high-temperature superconductivity, ferroelec-
tricity, piezoelectricity, colossal magnetoresistance, and
catalytic and transport properties. In particular acceptor-
doped perovskite-type oxides exhibit high protonic conduc-
tivity at elevated temperatures, when they are exposed to
water vapor.1–6 This allows a greatly reduced operating tem-
perature compared to that for commercial solid oxide fuel
cells based on yttria-stabilized zirconia. In addition, doped
perovskite oxides often exhibit very good chemical and me-
chanical stabilities, making them attractive for potential ap-
plications in such electrochemical devices as fuel cells, hy-
drogen sensors, and hydrogen pumps.

In most solid oxide proton conductors the principal fea-
tures of the proton transport mechanism are generally de-
scribed as the two-step Grotthuss-type diffusion mechanism,
which consists of

�1� fast rotational diffusion of a �OHO
• � protonic defect �the

hydroxide ion at the oxygen site�, and
�2� proton transfer within a hydrogen bond between two

neighboring BO6 octahedra �interoctahedral proton
transfer� or between two oxygen atoms belonging to the
same BO6-octahedron �intraoctahedral proton
transfer�.7

Experimental and theoretical results both show that the
rotational diffusion occurs with a low activation barrier in
most studied proton-conducting perovskite oxides and that
the proton transfer is often a rate-limiting step in the proton
transport mechanism.7,8 The energy barrier for proton trans-
fer is assumed to contribute significantly to the activation
energy of the proton conductivity. Experimentally, it is diffi-
cult to determine proton migration pathways and energy bar-
riers. Thus we use quantum mechanics �QM� methods �den-
sity functional theory �DFT�� to examine the atomic-scale
proton movements. To do this we model the proton move-
ments in a supercell, obtained by repeating the unit cell for
the ideal nondefected structure, and then calculate the energy
barriers for various proton migration pathways.

In this paper we will focus on Y-doped BaZrO3 �BYZ�,
known as one of the most promising proton-conducting ce-
ramics. Here we assume that each Y substitution leads also to
an extra proton. Although this work is a part of our efforts on
development of a first-principles-based ReaxFF reactive
force field for materials and processes suitable for oxygen-
and proton-conducting solid oxide fuel cells,9,10 we believe
that the obtained QM result itself is valuable. Previous com-
putational works reported either too low �0.25 eV, conjugate
gradient minimizations and nudged elastic band �NEB�
calculations11�, or too high values �0.83 eV, quantum mo-
lecular dynamics simulations12� for the proton transfer acti-
vation energy in BYZ in comparison to experimental value
of 0.44 eV. The noticeable difference and the large range for
the calculated activation energy required further computa-
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tional work to better describe the proton diffusion energetics
in BYZ. Our computational approach provides much better
agreement with experiment. Other aspects of the proton dif-
fusion in BYZ are also discussed in the paper.

II. COMPUTATIONAL TECHNIQUES

A. Quantum mechanics

All QM calculations were performed at T=0 K using
DFT with Perdew-Becke-Ernzerhof �PBE�13 flavor of the
generalized gradient approximation.14,15 We applied the SE-

QQUEST �Ref. 16� periodic DFT code that employs contracted
Gaussian basis sets rather than plane waves. The core elec-
trons of Ba, Y, Zr, and O atoms were replaced with an effec-
tive core potential �pseudopotentials� in which angular mo-
mentum projection operators were used to replace the core
electrons and to enforce the Pauli principle17 and for which
the long-range atomic orbital amplitudes are preserved �norm
conserving�.18 The basis sets were optimized at the double
zeta plus polarization contracted level. A 4�4�4 reciprocal
space grid �k-points� was used for the QM calculations.

B. The super cell model

The protonic defect was modeled in a BYZ supercell
composed of eight primitive cubic BYZ unit cells. The lattice
parameters of the supercell and atomic coordinates were al-
lowed to relax for the initial Ba8Zr7YHO24 structure.

We expected that the barriers for the intraoctahedral and
interoctahedral proton transfers would depend on the lengths
of the corresponding hydrogen bonds, the O–O edge of the
BO6 octahedron and the O–O distance between two neigh-
boring BO6 octahedra. Thus we investigated this dependence
using

�1� 2.69, 2.58, 2.50, and 2.46 Å for the intraoctahedral
O–O edge of the ZrO6-octahedron in the Zr-OH-Y con-
figuration, and 2.88, 2.69, 2.56, and 2.45 Å in the Zr-
OH-Zr configuration,

�2� 2.89, 2.75, 2.59, and 2.43 Å for the intraoctahedral
O–O edge of the YO6-octahedron, and

�3� 3.07, 2.79, 2.71, 2.62, 2.54, and 2.46 Å for the interoc-
tahedral O–O distance.

For each distance we fixed the corresponding oxygen
atoms and allowed all other atoms and the lattice parameters
to relax. Since at the proton transfer within the hydrogen
bond each oxygen atom participating in formation of the
hydrogen bond can switch from a proton donor to a proton
acceptor, we optimized the two “ending” structures with the
hydrogen atom close to the one oxygen atom and to the other
for each case. Then for each case the barriers were calculated
by stepwise movement of the hydrogen atom from the one
oxygen to the other. In these barrier calculations all atoms
and lattice parameters were fixed. We used the appropriate
ending structure for the halfway point of the proton transfer.
This approach led to reasonable shapes of the barriers, mak-
ing reasonably symmetrical.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Barriers for intra-„ZrO6…-octahedral proton transfer

We started by investigating the energy barrier for the
intraoctahedral proton transfer on the edge of a distorted
ZrO6-octahedron. There exist two different configurations for
this type of the intraoctahedral proton transfer. The first one
is Zr–OH–Y, in which the neighboring polyhedra are a
ZrO6-octahedron and YO6-octahedron, and the second con-
figuration is Zr–OH–Zr, that is the neighboring polyhedra are
ZrO6 octahedra �Fig. 1�. According to our calculations the
Zr–OH–Y configuration is more stable �by 0.24 eV� than the
Zr–OH–Zr one. This is in agreement with results obtained in
Ref. 19. We also found that in both cases the proton transfer
barriers depend significantly on the length of the O–O edge.

In the initial completely relaxed Ba8Zr7YHO24 structure
�the ground state� the H-bonded edge of the ZrO6-octahedron
in the Zr–OH–Y configuration has O−O=2.69 Å, while
lengths of all other edges vary from 2.96 to 3.14 Å. The short
O–O edge of the ZrO6-octahedron is probably possible due
to having a larger YO6-octahedron as a neighbor. Our calcu-
lation of a proton transfer barrier on this 2.69 Å O–O edge
leads to a value of 0.76 eV �Table I�, which is in good agree-
ment with 0.83 eV for a 2.72 Å O–O edge obtained using
quantum molecular dynamics in Ref. 12.

Decreasing the O–O edge to 2.58 Å results in a signifi-
cantly lower proton transfer barrier of 0.48 eV, but the over-
all energy increase due to the structure distortion is only 0.06
eV. Thus the net barrier �sum of both contributions� is re-
duced to 0.54 eV.

Further decreasing the O–O edge to 2.50 Å leads to a
proton transfer barrier of 0.34 eV, while the structure distor-
tion contribution increases to 0.14 eV. Thus the net barrier is
reduced further to 0.48 eV, which is very close to the experi-
mentally observed value of 0.44 eV.4

At the O–O separation of 2.46 Å there is almost no

FIG. 1. �Color online� Proton transfer in BYZ. �1� Intra-ZrO6-octahedral
proton transfer in the Zr–OH–Y configuration. �2� Intra-ZrO6-octahedral
proton transfer in the Zr–OH–Zr configuration. �3� Intra-YO6-octahedral
proton transfer. �4� Interoctahedral proton transfer between two neighboring
BO6 octahedra.
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barrier ��0.08 eV� for the proton transfer, but the structure
distortion increases to 0.24 eV. Thus the net barrier is re-
duced further to 0.32 eV.

The H-bonded edge in the Zr–OH–Zr configuration has
O−O=2.88 Å �Fig. 1� and the calculated proton transfer
barrier on this edge is 1.35 eV �Table I�, significantly higher
than on the H-bonded edge of the ZrO6-octahedron in the
Zr–OH–Y configuration, 0.76 eV. The structure distortion
contribution is 0.24 eV.

Decreasing the O–O edge to 2.69 Å leads to a lower
proton transfer barrier of 0.76 eV, whereas the energy in-
crease due to the structure distortion becomes 0.34 eV. Thus
the net barrier is still quite high, 1.10 eV. Further decreasing
the O–O edge to 2.56 Å results in a proton transfer barrier of
0.34 eV, while the structure distortion contribution increases
to 0.60 eV. Thus the net barrier is reduced to 0.94 eV, but
nevertheless it remains significantly higher than the experi-
mentally observed value of 0.44 eV.4

At the very short O–O separation of 2.45 Å a very low
barrier of 0.10 eV is obtained for the proton transfer, but the
structure distortion contribution becomes very high, 1.01 eV.
Thus the net barrier is 1.11 eV, even higher than that for the
O–O edge of 2.56 Å.

All above net barriers for the Zr–OH–Zr configuration
are significantly higher than the experimentally observed ac-
tivation energy, 0.44 eV.4 Therefore, the probability of the
proton transfer on the O–O edge of the ZrO6-octahedron in
the Zr–OH–Zr configuration is much lower than on the O–O
edges of the ZrO6 and YO6 octahedra in the Zr–OH–Y con-
figurations.

B. Barriers for intra-„YO6…-octahedral proton transfer

We have also examined the proton transfer along the
O–O edge of the YO6-octahedron �Fig. 1�. The energy of the
completely relaxed Ba8Zr7YHO24 structure with hydrogen on
the edge of the YO6-octahedron is only 0.03 eV higher than

that of the ground structure with hydrogen on the edge of the
ZrO6-octahedron in the Zr–OH–Y configuration. The O–O
edges of the YO6-octahedron are longer than the O–O edges
of the ZrO6-octahedron. The H-bonded O−O=2.89 Å,
which is very close to the H-bonded O–O edge �2.88 Å� of
the ZrO6-octahedron in the Zr–OH–Zr configuration, but sig-
nificantly longer than that of the ZrO6-octahedron in the Zr–
OH–Y configuration, 2.69 Å. The other O–O edges of the
YO6-octahedron are going up to 3.31 Å. The proton transfer
barrier is 1.23 eV, lower than 1.35 eV on the edge of the
ZrO6-octahedron in the Zr–OH–Zr configuration, but signifi-
cantly higher than on the edge of the ZrO6-octahedron in the
Zr–OH–Y configuration, 0.76 eV �Table I�.

Decreasing the O–O edge again drastically lowers the
proton transfer barrier. Thus for O−O=2.59 Å the barrier
becomes 0.31 eV, while the corresponding structure distor-
tion contribution is only 0.18 eV. This leads to a total acti-
vation energy of 0.49 eV which is close to the experimentally
observed activation energy of 0.44 eV. For the
ZrO6-octahedron in the Zr–OH–Y configuration similar val-
ues for the proton transfer barrier and activation energy are
reached at the shorter O–O distance of 2.50 Å. These results
indicate that the barrier for intraoctahedral H migration is not
only a function of the O–O distance, but also depends on a
metal involved. The intraoctahedral proton transfer may oc-
cur on edges of the YO6 octahedra at longer O–O distances
��2.59 Å� than on the ZrO6 octahedra ��2.50 Å�. Prob-
ably at least partly this is due to a weaker electrostatic repul-
sion between a trivalent Y dopant atom and a proton com-
pared with that between a tetravalent Zr atom and a proton.

For an O–O edge of 2.43 Å of the YO6-octahedron the
barrier for the proton transfer decreases to 0.10 eV, while the
contribution from structure distortion is 0.24 eV, leading to
an overall contribution to the activation energy of 0.34 eV.

TABLE I. Relative energetic contributions to the activation energy for the intraoctahedral proton transfer resulting from the change of the O−H¯O hydrogen
bond geometry.

O–O edge
�Å�

O–H
�Å�

H¯O
�Å�

�ODHOA

�deg�
B−OD

�Å�
B−OA

�Å�
B–H
�Å�

Proton transfer barrier
�eV�

Structure distortion contribution
�eV�

Sum of contributions
�eV�

ZrO6-octahedron, Zr–OH–Y configuration
2.69 1.00 1.85 139.86 2.34 2.10 2.30 0.76 0.76
2.58 1.01 1.68 145.24 2.32 2.15 2.25 0.48 0.06 0.54
2.50 1.02 1.60 145.60 2.25 2.17 2.22 0.34 0.14 0.48
2.46 1.03 1.52 147.81 2.23 2.21 2.21 0.08 0.24 0.32

ZrO6-octahedron, Zr–OH–Zr configuration
2.88 0.98 2.13 131.59 2.31 2.21 2.34 1.35 0.24 1.59
2.69 1.00 1.83 142.75 2.26 2.32 2.29 0.76 0.34 1.10
2.56 1.01 1.63 150.24 2.20 2.45 2.25 0.34 0.60 0.94
2.45 1.05 1.44 158.91 2.15 2.64 2.25 0.10 1.01 1.11

YO6-octahedron
2.89 0.99 2.09 136.76 2.32 2.27 2.35 1.23 0.03 1.26
2.75 0.99 1.89 142.54 2.30 2.28 2.30 0.84 0.05 0.89
2.59 1.01 1.66 150.10 2.30 2.29 2.25 0.31 0.18 0.49
2.43 1.04 1.45 155.32 2.29 2.31 2.22 0.10 0.24 0.34
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These values are very similar to those for an O–O edge of
2.46 Å of the ZrO6-octahedron in the Zr-OH-Y configuration
�see Table I�.

C. Barriers for interoctahedral proton transfer

In addition to the intraoctahedral proton transfer we have
examined proton hopping between oxygen atoms that belong
to adjacent BO6 octahedra �Fig. 1�, referred to as interocta-
hedral proton transfer. Here we optimized the Ba8Zr7YHO24

structure with the hydrogen in between two adjacent BO6

octahedra, finding an O−H¯O distance of 3.07 Å in the
completely relaxed structure. For this distance the calculated
energy barrier for the interoctahedral hydrogen transfer is
1.26 eV, while the energy of the overall given structure in-
creases by 0.09 eV compared to the energy of the ground
structure. The sum of both contributions is 1.35 eV �Table
II�, which is significantly higher than that for the intraocta-
hedral proton transfer.

However, decreasing the O−H¯O distance to 2.79 Å
abates the energy barrier to 0.59 eV, whereas the total energy
of the overall structure increases only by 0.04 eV. Further
decreasing the O−H¯O distance to 2.54 Å leads to a proton
transfer barrier of 0.13 eV and a structure distortion contri-
bution of 0.28 eV. The sum of both contributions to the ac-
tivation energy is 0.41 eV, in good agreement with the ex-
perimental value of 0.44 eV.

Decreasing the interoctahedral O−H¯O bond to 2.46
Å, we find a proton transfer barrier of 0.04 eV, while the
structure distortion contribution becomes equal to 0.38 eV.
Hence, the sum of both contributions is 0.42 eV.

From the barriers calculated for the interoctahedral pro-
ton transfer, we can assume that perhaps this type of proton
transfer also occurs in BYZ, although this conclusion would
contrast with that in Refs. 11 and 12 which predict only
intraoctahedral proton transfer in BYZ.

D. Proton diffusion mechanism

Based on the above results, we suggest the following
atomic level mechanism and pathways for proton diffusion in
the BYZ electrolyte. The thermal librations of the BO6 octa-
hedra and uncorrelated thermal vibrations of the two oxygen
atoms participating in the hydrogen bond lead to a somewhat
chaotic fluctuation in the distances between the O atoms in-
volved in the hydrogen bonding. Occasionally the O–O dis-
tance will become short enough ��2.4–2.6 Å� that the po-

tential barrier for the hydrogen atom to hop from one O to
the other becomes low �see Tables I and II� and the proton
has a probability to overcome the barrier to hop from one
OH potential minimum to the other. This leads to intra-H-
bond motion. The intra-H-bond motion is related to both
intra- and interoctahedral proton transfers. On the other
hand, due to the same thermal processes, the hydrogen bond
can elongate so that the long �and weak� H¯O-acceptor link
of the existing hydrogen bond easily breaks and a new hy-
drogen bond forms with another oxygen-acceptor atom due
to reorientation of the O–H-donor link—inter-H-bond mo-
tion. According to our calculations the barrier for such reori-
entation of the hydrogen bond is �0.05 eV. Concertation of
these intra- and inter-H-bond motions results in continuous
proton diffusion pathways. This is an essential condition for
successful proton transport.20

Let’s assume that at some moment in time one of the
hydrogen atoms occupies a position denoted by 0 in Fig. 2.
As it was mentioned in Sec. III A, the probability of the
proton transfer on the O–O edge of the ZrO6-octahedron in
the Zr–OH–Zr configuration is low due to the high net bar-
rier. Thus, from this position the hydrogen atom can either
jump into position 1 �the O–H-link reorientation� to form a

TABLE II. Relative energetic contributions to the activation energy for the interoctahedral proton transfer
resulting from the change of the O−H¯O hydrogen bond geometry between BO6 octahedra.

O–O edge
�Å�

O–H
�Å�

H¯O
�Å�

�OHO
�deg�

Proton transfer
barrier
�eV�

Structure distortion
contribution

�eV�
Sum of contributions

�eV�

3.07 0.99 2.08 179.32 1.26 0.09 1.35
2.79 1.01 1.79 179.37 0.59 0.13 0.72
2.71 1.01 1.69 179.42 0.41 0.16 0.57
2.62 1.03 1.60 179.45 0.25 0.21 0.46
2.54 1.04 1.50 179.34 0.13 0.28 0.41
2.46 1.07 1.38 179.20 0.04 0.38 0.42

FIG. 2. Possible proton diffusion pathways in BYZ.
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new hydrogen bond on the O–O edge of another
BO6-octahedron �inter-H-bond motion� or the O–H-link ro-
tates as it shown by the longer arrow in Fig. 2. We will
choose the jump into position 1. Even after jumping, the
hydrogen atom may hop back into the previous position.
Such local fluctuations forth and back �local diffusion� may
befall at each step of a pathway and do not contribute to the
long-range proton diffusion in BYZ. In order the long-range
proton diffusion to occur the hydrogen atom must jump into
a new position �position 2, intra-H-bond motion� and not
return to the previous one. The next step might be a jump
from position 2 to position 3 which can be considered as a
rotation of the O–H-donor link of the hydrogen bond �inter-
H-bond motion�. From position 3 the proton hops to position
4 �intra-H-bond motion� and then to position 5 �inter-H-bond
motion�. Up until now all described steps occurred on the
edges of the BO6 octahedra and in a sense can be considered
as intraoctahedral proton transfer. The further step, the intra-
H-bond motion from position 5 to position 6, is interoctahe-
dral proton transfer. This interoctahedral proton transfer be-
comes possible due to a particular orientation of the BO6

octahedra, at which the O–O distance between the BO6 oc-
tahedra is short enough to form the hydrogen bond. Position
6 can also be reached by the proton from position 3 through
position 3� �inter-H-bond motion� and position 4� �intra-H-
bond motion�, and again the inter-H-bond motion from posi-
tion 4� to position 6. We will not discuss further possible
steps �6–11, etc.� of the proton diffusion in BYZ because
they are quite similar to steps 1–6 which have already been
analyzed above. The proposed proton diffusion pathway is
only one of lots. Some of them can easily be found using
Fig. 2. For instance, the proton from position 2 could jump to
some position lying out of the figure plane �one should re-
member that the experimentally observed symmetry of the
BYZ structure is cubic and, hence, all three directions x, y,
and z are equivalent� and, therefore, a new hydrogen bond in
a plane perpendicular to the figure plane can be formed. In
this case, it is possible that a number of further proton diffu-
sion steps would generally occur in the plane perpendicular
to the figure plane.

E. Comparison to previous computational results

Proton diffusion in this material was earlier theoretically
investigated using DFT,11,17 based on the plane-wave
pseudopotential approach as implemented in the Vienna ab
initio simulation package �VASP�,21 and quantum molecular
dynamics.12

Gomez et al.11 examined proton binding sites and mini-
mum energy pathways between the binding cites in perov-
skite oxides including BYZ via conjugate gradient minimi-
zations and the NEB method.22 They found that the two most
stable proton positions in BYZ �in our study these are initial
positions for intra- and interoctahedral proton transfers� are
very close in energy and rotation between them involves go-
ing over a very small barrier �less than 0.02 eV�. We ob-
tained a similar result with the barrier of �0.05 eV. How-
ever, our value for the activation energy, 0.41 eV, is in much
better agreement with the experimental activation energy of

0.44 eV, than 0.25 eV calculated by Gomez et al.11 Such a
low activation energy barrier was obtained in Ref. 11 be-
cause the authors used the NEB method that allows full re-
laxation of generated structural images between two minima
on a potential energy surface. This full relaxation of the in-
termediate states most probably does not occur during the
fast proton transfer process.

Björketun et al.19 employed a jump-diffusion model23

developed to describe proton transport in cubic perovskites.
They found the migration barrier of 0.3 eV encountered by
protonic defects trapped in the near-dopant region and the
0.2 eV barrier in the defect-free region. Although the first
value is in better agreement with the conductivity data for
BYZ,4 it still remains quite low compared with the experi-
mental value of 0.44 eV.

The importance of the O–O separation for the proton
diffusion, which we investigate in this paper, was earlier dis-
cussed by Kreuer.24–26 Our data for the BO6 octahedra in the
Zr–OH–Y configuration confirm the results reported in Refs.
25 and 26 that short oxygen separations, which favor proton
transfer, and long oxygen separations, which allow rapid
bond breaking, correspond to similar free energies of the
entire system and, therefore, have similar probabilities of oc-
curring. This flat energy curve favors to what we call chaotic
fluctuations in the distances between the O atoms involved in
the hydrogen bonding, which is an important step of the
proton diffusion mechanism in doped perovskite oxides.

Another important aspect of the conduction mechanism,
which was earlier discussed in literature,25,26 is geometry of
the O−H¯O hydrogen bonds. It was reported that for most
configurations with short O–O separations, the proton was
not found between the two oxygens on the edge of the octa-
hedron but outside the BO6 octahedron as part of a strongly
bent hydrogen bond. The reason for this is probably the re-
pulsive interaction between the proton and the highly
charged B-site cation, which prevents a linear hydrogen bond
from being formed. The analysis of a few transition-state
configurations showed that the B–O bonds are somewhat
elongated, and the transferring proton was displaced into the
edge of the distorted octahedron. Thus an almost linear, short
O−H¯O configuration is formed.25,26 Our data also show
that the hydrogen bonds on the edges of the BO6 octahedra
are strongly bent. Shortening of the O–O separation leads to
less bent O−H¯O bonds, but they are still quite far from
the linear configuration even at the very short O–O separa-
tion, �2.45 Å �see Table I�.

As for the B–O bonds, we find two opposite trends for
the distances between the B cation and oxygen atoms in-
volved in the hydrogen bonding. While the B−OA �acceptor�
length increases with shorter O–O separations, the B−OD

�donor� length decreases so that the average B–O distance
for these two bonds remains practically same for all O–O
separations in the Zr–OH–Y configuration �Table I�. This
looks plausible because the shorter O–O separation, the more
symmetric hydrogen bond, and therefore the more similarity
between OA and OD. Longer OD−H distances make the OD

−H bonding weaker which results in shorter B−OD dis-
tances, and vice versa, the shorter OA¯H, the stronger cor-
responding bond and the longer B−OA distances. These
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trends are observed for the corresponding ZrO6-octahedron
in Zr–OH–Zr configuration as well �Table I�, but the B−OA

bond increases so dramatically with the shortening of the
O–O separation that the average length of B−OA and B
−OD also increases. The large structure distortion contribu-
tion to the free energy arising in this case makes the proton
transfer on the O–O edge of the ZrO6-octahedron in the Zr–
OH–Zr configuration unfavorable. Interestingly that the B–H
distance decreases with decreasing the O–O separation. This
probably occurs due to a stronger screening effect at shorter
O–O separations which lowers the Coulomb interaction be-
tween the B-cation and proton.

In our and all cited here computational works the proton
transfer is found to be the rate-limiting step for the proton
transport in BYZ. However, there is disagreement about the
proper proton transport mechanism. Based on the analysis of
the lattice distortion Münch et al.12 and Gomez et al.11 ar-
rived at a conclusion that only intraoctahedral proton transfer
occurs in BYZ, but the energetics obtained in our calcula-
tions allows both intra- and interoctahedral proton transfers
in BYZ.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A series of quantum mechanical DFT calculations on the
Ba8Zr7YHO24 periodic structure have been carried out to find
energy barriers and pathways for the appropriate proton dif-
fusion. Shortening of the H-bonded O–O separation drasti-
cally drops the energy barrier for the proton transfer, while
the corresponding total energy just moderately increases.

The intraoctahedral proton transfer can occur in the Zr–
OH–Y configuration on edges of ZrO6 octahedra as well as
YO6 octahedra. There is a chance that the interoctahedral
proton transfer can also occur in BYZ. More studies are
needed to make a firm conclusion.

Based on the results obtained, the atomic level proton
diffusion mechanism and possible proton diffusion pathways
have been proposed for the BYZ electrolyte. The proton
transfer within the double-well hydrogen bond is the rate-
limiting step in the proton transport mechanism in BYZ.

The QM results obtained in this work for the proton
transfer barriers in BYZ were used in development of a Re-
axFF reactive force field which then was successfully em-
ployed for molecular dynamics simulations of the diffusion
and structural properties of the bulk BYZ phase and grain
boundaries.10
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